My snow globe wish for 2022 is: ____________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Created by: _______________________________________

_____________________________________________________
What do you wish for 2022?

Snow globes (also known as snow domes) can show a variety of scenes. Some are winter displays, others show favorite characters such as unicorns or dragons, and others depict popular travel destinations and are brought home as souvenirs.

For 2022 let’s use our snow globes to share our wishes for the new year. Maybe you are wishing to see a family member you haven’t seen in a while or to go on a family vacation. Some of us may wish to meet a favorite book character or to travel to another planet. No matter what your wish is create it inside the snow globe, write about it, and bring it back to your MRL branch for display!

Here’s how:
1. Get creative and color, paint, or create a collage for your snow globe.
2. On the lines beneath your snow globe, tell us about your wish for 2022 that you show in your creation.
3. Return your finished snow globe to your MRL branch for display and then be sure to come back to see the wishes of your friends and neighbors!
*We may even use your art in our library promotions, too! Don’t worry, no personal information will be shared.

Need some inspiration to get started? Head to www.mrilib.org and search “snow globes” or "snowdomes" in our catalog or stop by any of our seven library branches and ask a librarian to help you find one of these titles:

**Children’s Titles:**
*Pinkalicious and the Snow Globe – Kann, Victoria*
*The Snow Globe Family – O’Connor, Jane*

**Adult Titles**
*Celebrating Snow Globes – Chertoff, Nina*
*Snowglobe (DVD) – Milian, Christina*
*Blood Rubies – Cleland, Jane K.*
*Snowdomes – McMichael, Nancy*
*The Snow Globe – Kinghorn, Judith*

Happy reading & creating!